Home automation app, Remoty app: the whole house in your
hands
One of the most important fairs in the security sector in Latin
America, the 20th EXPOSEC | International Security Fair
will be held from May 23 to 25, 2017, at São Paulo Expo,
in São Paulo, bringing together the main players of the
industry in a single event.
In its 1st participation in the fair, REMOTY
will present the web platform and other
applications for smartphone. The highlight
is Remoty app, an integrated electronic
security platform that allows users to stay
connected to what's happening at home,
with real-time alerts, and remotely control
their security system through applications.
Using the Remoty app you can monitor and
control your entire home automation on
your smartphone or tablet: remotely turn the alarm on or off; Monitor live security
cameras; Schedule lighting or adjust a thermostat and receive alert notifications on
your mobile device in real time. Smart protection provides real-time images of what's
happening.
The system can also be integrated with that of other neighbors, creating an alert
network that follows pre-established protocols. You can also control lighting even if
the room is empty and install sensors that alert you to certain custom activities such
as opening the back door or garage.
Remoty app offers video service for live broadcasts from computers, tablets or
smartphones. The video service supports both internal and external cameras, which
include HD resolution (720p), as well as infrared and night vision capabilities.
The CEO of the company, Rafael Gonçalves, always saw EXPOSEC as a watershed,
because during the fair, potential customers’ booths all over Brazil circulate. In
addition, leading players in the security market use EXPOSEC as a showcase for their
products. "To be present at EXPOSEC is putting REMOTY at the same level of brands
already established in the national market," says the executive.
In this edition, the event, organized by Cipa Fiera Milano, in partnership with the
Brazilian Association of Electronic Security Systems Companies (ABESE) will receive
approximately 800 exhibiting brands and an estimated 42,000 visitors among
electronic, private, personal, property and business security professionals.

More information: www.exposec.com.br
Service
20th EXPOSEC | International Security Fair
Date: May 23 to 25, 2017, from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Location: São Paulo Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Address: Rodovia dos Imigrantes, Km 1,5 – São Paulo – SP – Brazil
Free Transportation: Rua Nelson Fernandes, 450 – Access by the Jabaquara Bus Terminal
* Free Event for Sector Professionals
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